For a sequence-to-sequence transformation A, let PAx >, [(Am)hi and i,Ax sup,,>, [(Ax),[. The purpose of this paper is to study the relationship between the asymptotic equivalence of two sequences (lin x,/y, 1) and the variations of asymptotic equivalence based on the ratios RAx/IAy and I,,.,Ax/.uAy.
INTRODUCTION.
Let z (x) and y (y) be infinite sequences, and let A be a sequence-to-sequence transformation. We write x y if lin z,.,/y,., 1. In order to compare rates of convergence of sequences, in [2] Pobyvanets introduced the concept of asymptotically regular matrices, which preserve the asymptotic equivalence of two nonnegative sequences, that is z y implies Ax Ay. Furthermore, in [1] Fridy introduced new ways to compare rates by using the ratios R.x/R.y, ,z/tmy when they tend to zero. In [2] Marouf studied the relationship of these ratios when they have limit one. In the present study we investigate some further properties involved with the ratios such iAx/IAy, RAx/RAy when they have limit one.
NOTATIONS AND BASIC THEOREMS.
For a summability transformation A, we use DA to denote the domain of A: Before we prove this theorem, we shall give some exaznples of A which satisfy the above conditions (i), (ii), and (iii).
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. First, assume that for any bounded sequences z,y E P,, for some 6 > 0, /x /y implies iAx #Ay; we wish to prove that A satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). Take x V (1,1 ); then z,y are bounded, z,y e Pa, and z y; so IAx IAy. But (tAx),, sups>, .,"=oa,.. Hence, (=oa:.i)=o should be bounded. This proves (i). To prove (ii) suppose there is a j such that li-" sups,>,, a A for some A > 0. As in the proof of Theorem 3, take > 0 and define y ( Hence, for the given e > 0, there is N., 6 
